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Debates and discussion related to globalization have been going on as far back in the 1980’s but only fairly recently did attention were given in the local context and in this case Malaysia. One of the reason for this is because the compression of time-space have only begun to be part of Malaysians’ life in the mid 1990’s when the new media began to make its presence felt. Another reason that can be attributed to the slow pace in the discussion of globalization is perhaps, Malaysians have yet to experience the various medium of the new communication technologies until the advent of its first satellite television which was launched in 1996. The presence of Astro All Asia Networks (Astro), the country’s pioneer satellite tv, changed the scenario of the whole local television industry.

For the first time, Malaysians have more choices in terms of selections of television programmes. Not only, were they able to watch more programmes from the U.S. but from other non-Western countries as well specifically from among the Asean countries such as Thailand, Philippines and Indonesia. In short, they have a wide selection to choose from unlike before. Therefore, their exposure to the world outside has somewhat expanded from the usual East-West (local-Western) programmes to the world all over. In other words, their worldview have gone global. Astro, has in many ways, open that door for them not only to know more of the world events but the cultures as well. No other group of audience are more excited with the presence of Astro than the youth. Over the years, the number of foreign popular entertainment and musical programmes have declined and the opportunity to taste a sample of the mass popular culture among youths have been confined to videos and VCD. Previously, public broadcasting stations – Radio Televisyen Malaysia (RTM) did show the Annual Grammy Award but towards the middle 1990’s, such programme is no longer shown. The government have constantly express their plan of increasing more local programmes over foreign imports. And the result is, entertainment and musical programmes were largely local. However, there have been no specific programmes that becomes a site for nurturing popular youth culture what more in the form of Channel V or MTV. In not so many words, it is plausible to conclude that there have been no
intention to produce a local musical programme popularizing pop culture. Such, would have been deemed as contravening with the national cultural policy which have been the guideline for what type of cultures can and cannot be depicted in the media.

Nevertheless, the rapid move by transnational media corporations in expanding their business entity through cross-border ownership as well as the launch of satellite broadcasting have forced many Asian countries including Malaysia to rethink their media and cultural policy. Hence, it is not surprising, when gradually more and more Asian countries started to launch their own satellite tv. This is not a manifestation of a shift in policy on “open skies” but rather a move to further tighten the grip on the inflow of Western cultural products. By having a national satellite tv, local operators are able to decide which cable channels will be featured into its services. It will also decide what kind of cultures that will be shown to their subscribers.

The lid that had been placed over foreign musical programmes have somewhat lifted with the presence of MTV channels and its programme. It has allowed local young people to watch and enjoy music from their favourite singers and bands from the United States and Britain. This research was conducted mainly to understand the reception of local adolescents on such cultural products. Against the social condition the young adolescents grew up in, where Islamic studies and Moral Education is compulsory for all Malaysian students under the Kurikulum Bersepadu Sekolah Menengah (KBSM) which among others, aspires to see schools as a social institution that are able to produce well-rounded individuals – spiritually, emotionally, mentally and physically, this work had hoped to examine how adolescents interact and interpreted MTV.

This work remained exploratory. The decision to use a qualitative approach by interviewing a small number of adolescents after watching several clips of MTV artistes is largely to gain insights of what goes into the mind of local adolescents at close hand.

Another reason for this approach is to analyse foreign cultural influence and adolescents from a more objective view whereby responses, interpretations
not the objective of this research to place a moral judgement on either MTV nor adolescents who consumed their culture. Rather, it is important to regard their reception of the programme as a way to understand the identity of Malaysia's future generation.

It is hoped that this work will provide a ground for future local researchers to emulate and perhaps expand this effort into an attempt to create a body of knowledge on Malaysian adolescents and youth culture.
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